TEXA IDC5 DIAGNOSTICS
One tool for every vehicle...

LD, MD and HD TRUCKS:
Forced regen, speed limiters, Injector coding...

POWERSPORTS:
Service lights, ECU configuration, live data...

AGRICULTURAL and CONSTRUCTION:
Injector coding, ECU settings, hydraulics settings...

CARS and SUPERCARS:
Clutch calibration, Service lights, gear settings...

BOATS and PWCs:
Maintenance resets, Throttle calibrations, engine history...
The new TEXA AXONE Nemo, it is all about quality!

Main technical features
- Windows 10 OS with IDC5 software
- Touch-screen: ultrawide 12 inch capacitive (resolution of 2160x1440)
- Processor: Intel® Quad Core N3160
- RAM: 8 GB; HD: 250 GB
- Connectivity: double channel Wi-Fi system and Bluetooth® 4.0 Low Energy.
- Two 5 megapixel cameras.
- Magnetic Expansion modules (USB 3.0, Ethernet Broad R and DoIP/LAN, Thermographic).